
This recipe is great for people with basic cooking
skills, and may take about ten minutes to cook.
You’ll need to be able to use a stove safely, crack
open eggs, and get rid of the eggshells.

SCRAMBLED
EGGS
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-Two eggs
-Two teaspoons of butter
-A little bit of salt

-A teaspoon to use for measuring (a tablespoon is a
small spoon, like people use to stir drinks)
-A big bowl for mixing in
-A fork to mix things around in the bowl
-A frying pan to cook the eggs in
-A spatula to move things around in the pan

THE INGREDIENTS

THE TOOLS

THE STEPS
1) Crack the eggs into the bowl, making sure not to let any of
the eggshells fall into the bowl

2) Use your fork to stir the eggs until they're mixed up

3) Put your frying pan on the stove, then put two teaspoons of
butter inside the pan



4) Turn your stove on, and set it to “medium-low” heat (that’s
just below the middle of the dial)

5) Wait for the butter to melt a bit, then pour the bowl of eggs
into the pan

6) Sprinkle a tiny bit of salt on top of the eggs

7) Wait one minute for the eggs to get firmer

8) Use your spatula to gently move the eggs around the pan
for two or three minutes (try pushing them towards the
middle over and over, until they stick together.

5) Wait for the butter to melt a bit, then pour the bowl of eggs
into the pan

6) Sprinkle a tiny bit of salt on top of the eggs

7) Wait one minute for the eggs to get firmer

8) Use your spatula to gently move the eggs around the pan
for two or three minutes (try pushing them towards the
middle over and over, until they stick together)

9) Turn off the stove, then use your spatula to push the eggs
onto a plate

10) Enjoy your very own scrambled eggs!


